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Stella Zawistowsk

ACROSS
1. Scales
7. Ruby or tawny follower
11. Taunting cry
14. None too pleased
15. Plus for a used car
17. C(O)CH3
18. Beyond a drubbing
19. Some "Didi Tera Devar" costumes
20. Tow, perhaps
21. Way to move things fast
23. "I don't want to discuss it"
26. Jupiter feature
31. ___ Lilly
32. Amount subtracted when measuring
34. Area with a wine train
35. Delightful Dutch painter?
40. It was supplanted by the Sensor
41. ___ International (rescue org.)
42. Padre de un primo
43. Upcoming biopic starring Jennifer Hudson
47. Undesirable shampoo ingredient
49. Quite a bit
51. Career for Barbie since the '80s
55. He never shows up
59. USING ALL CAPS!!!!
60. Puccini opera title
61. Something to diagram
62. Fashionable frills
63. Things that precede conversions, for short
64. Be thoroughly shocked
65. Careless?

DOWN
1. Some licensed pros
2. "Call Me By Your Name" director Guadagnino
3. Route in the body
4. Emblematic notes
5. Accepts
6. Letters at Busch Stadium
7. Drupe cousins
8. Just as good
9. Tend to your Manolos
10. Didn't keep around
11. For ___
12. That drag queen's
13. They're processed by crushing
16. Be tense?
20. Button with an error message, often
22. Mixed-color horse
23. "Die lustige Witwe" composer
24. "Forging ___ Fitness" (CrossFit slogan)
25. Fashionable frills
27. Cap or cone preceder
28. Primi option
29. Bibliography abbr.
30. Emerald Bay State Park area
33. Hesitant sounds
36. Many a "Hamilton" highlight
38. Be carried by the wind
39. Situation, in a sports metaphor
44. Bad actor
45. One of four for a cat, ironically
46. Electronic genre
48. Creator of siblings Dimitri, Ivan, and Alexei
50. Noodly dish
51. Part of ADA
52. Leave hair all over the apartment (sorry, hubby)
53. Gargantuan amount
54. Dull place to be
56. "Don't use weed, kids!" grp.
57. Salalah's country
58. Spun thing
60. Partners of 60-
61. Leave hair all over the apartment (sorry, hubby)
62. Leave hair all over the apartment (sorry, hubby)
63. Leave hair all over the apartment (sorry, hubby)
64. Leave hair all over the apartment (sorry, hubby)
65. Leave hair all over the apartment (sorry, hubby)